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Abstract

I investigate whether used vehicle buyers can properly evaluate fuel efficiency savings within
distinct sub-groups of the used car market. Specifically, I consider consumer choices among ve-
hicles of the same model with different engine configurations. First, I estimate how consumer
willingness to pay across configurations with different underlying fuel efficiency ratings changes
under different prevailing gasoline prices. Second, I pair these estimated price differentials with
assumptions about annual mileage and vehicle survival rates to estimate discount rates for con-
sumers in each sub-group of the used vehicle market. The discount rates implied by my analysis
suggest it is likely that consumers properly value fuel efficiency across hybrid and non-hybrid
configurations of the same model. However, the same analysis for vehicles offered in inline 4
cylinder and V6 (six-cylinder) configurations suggests that consumers do not properly value fuel
efficiency in this segment of the market. I interpret this pair of results as suggesting that con-
sumer attention to fuel efficiency may be moderated by the size and salience of the differences in
fuel costs across different configurations of the same model. This ultimately suggests that con-
sumer heterogeneity and consumer sorting may be an important driver of decision making across
vehicles with respect to fuel efficiency.
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1 Introduction
The transportation sector accounts for over a quarter of total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the

United States states, 61% of which come from passenger vehicles (US Environmental Protection Agency,

2016). As such, determining ways to regulate GHG emissions from these mobile sources is a key concern

related to climate policy. A gasoline tax has the potential achieve the first-best Pigouvian prescription but

policy makers in the United States have favored technology mandates, like the Corporate Average Fuel Econ-

omy (CAFE) standard, which requires each firm in the US to have achieve a minimum fleet-level average fuel

economy.

Even if gasoline taxes were the preferred policy lever there is no guarantee taxation will achieve efficiency

if other distortions exist in the market for transportation services. For example, if consumers are short-

sighted in the face of increased gasoline prices through taxation they may favor lower efficiency vehicles

with higher performance since they do not properly internalize the increased operating costs associated with

higher gasoline prices. This concept relates very closely to the observations that consumers do not adopt

many positive net present value energy-related investments – coined by economists as the energy efficiency

gap or energy efficiency paradox.1

However, existing research on the transportation sector suggests that consumers do not vastly underesti-

mate fuel efficiency in both new and used vehicle markets (see Allcott and Wozny (2013); Busse et al. (2013);

Sallee et al. (2016)).2 These three papers use a panel identification strategy through which they identify the

effect of gasoline price shocks on the prices of vehicles (or groups of vehicles) with different fuel efficiency

characteristics. One can think of gasoline shocks as exogenously manipulating the operating cost of different

vehicles, as gasoline shocks do not directly affect vehicle attributes but do affect the cost of operation.

Busse et al. (2013) use a reduced form approach, like the one I employ in this paper, to determine the

effects of gasoline price fluctuations on vehicle prices across four fuel-economy quartiles while controlling for

time-trends, geography and vehicle-specific fixed effects (e.g. a 2001 Nissan Altima SE with a four-cylinder

engine and automatic transmission is a single vehicle). They leverage the fact that the supply curve in the

used vehicle market is perfectly inelastic, so they may interpret the coefficients estimates of the short-run

price equilibrium effects of gasoline prices on vehicle prices as measures of consumer willingness to pay.

This assumption is reasonable given the relatively fixed supply of used vehicles entering the market via

lease turnover and fleet retirement.3 They take their short-run price effect estimates and pair them with

1 See Jaffe and Stavins (1994); Allcott and Greenstone (2012) and Gillingham and Palmer (2014) for a good discussion of the energy
efficiency paradox.

2My research is most related to the three papers referenced in the main text. For other papers on the effects of fuel prices on vehicle
prices see Kahn (1986), Goldberg (1998), Verboven (2002), Espey and Nair (2005), Kilian and Sims (2006) and Grigolon et al. (2015). For
a broad review see Green (2010) and Helfand and Wolverton (2011).

3Even if gasoline prices affect the extensive margin of car supplied to the used vehicle market, it is likely small. See Busse et al. (2013)
for a more nuanced discussion of this assumption.
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assumptions about future vehicle miles traveled and vehicle survival to calculate implied discount rates that

rationalize these price effects. They conclude that there is very little evidence of consumer myopia in the

used vehicle market as the implied discount rates they calculate are similar to rates for used vehicles in their

sample.

Allcott and Wozny (2013) and Sallee et al. (2016) investigate this same question using a different set of

tools. These authors use a structured approach where they create a model of the lifetime gasoline cost for

each vehicle in their sample and subsequently include it as a covariate in a regression of sales price in an

asset pricing equation.4 This involves making the same set of assumptions as Busse et al. (2013), but instead

makes them on the front end of estimation process to obtain a pricing equation where one can test if a one

dollar increase in the present value of future operating costs translates into a one dollar decrease in price.

The key difference in Allcott and Wozny (2013) and Sallee et al. (2016) is the source of identifying variation.

Both leverage the fact that changes in gasoline prices affect vehicles asymmetrically but Allcott and Wozny

(2013) focus on valuations based on differences in operating cost induced by vintage and Sallee et al. (2016)

focus on valuations based on differences in odometer readings (and subsequently vehicle survival lifetimes).

Both of these attributes affects vehicle survival expectations and thus both settings allow these researchers to

test if consumers are able to properly trade-off differences in operating cost and price.

One important feature of all these papers is that they estimate the willingness to pay for fuel efficiency on

a wide set of vehicles simultaneously. Thus, while these papers suggest individuals do not vastly undervalue

fuel efficiency on average it may be the case that in certain subsets of the vehicle market this hypothesis does

not hold. In my paper, I will address this possibility of heterogeneous treatment effects by investigating a

specific segment of the used vehicle market – vehicle models that are offered in multiple engine configura-

tions.

Like Sallee et al. (2016), Allcott and Wozny (2013) and Busse et al. (2013), I will leverage the exogenous

nature of gasoline price shocks in a panel setting to determine how the prices of vehicles with different engine

configurations react to changes in gasoline prices. This consideration is closely linked to differences in fuel

economy since a vehicle of the exact same model with a larger engine will have lower fuel economy. To

be explicit and fix semantics, a comparison of this type is to compare two engine configurations (e.g. hybrid

versus non-hybrid) within a model (e.g. 2010 Toyota Camry SE). As such, I will not test if consumers are

willing to pay for efficiency through direct measures of vehicle fuel consumption, but rather test if more fuel

4This distinction between Busse et al. (2013) and Allcott and Wozny (2013) and Sallee et al. (2016) is not quite as clear as reduced form
versus structural estimation in the classical sense. Both Allcott and Wozny (2013) and Sallee et al. (2016) and Busse et al. (2013) use
the same set of assumptions to evaluate consumer myopia. To be even more explicit, Busse et al. (2013) leave the implied discount
rate as a free parameter in their model whereas Allcott and Wozny (2013) and Sallee et al. (2016) incorporate assumptions about the
discount rate into their calculation of future operating costs. The free parameter in Allcott and Wozny (2013) and Sallee et al. (2016) is
the coefficient estimate associated with a regression of price on future lifetime operating cost. Both methods are valid and use the same
set of assumptions about the underlying asset pricing model.
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efficient engine configurations within the same vehicle model demand a premium (or discount) at different

gasoline price levels over time.

Intuitively, my approach is similar to a difference-in-difference estimation technique. In essence, I will

compare the price difference between two used vehicles at one point in time, which differ only based on their

engine configuration, to the price difference between these exact same vehicles at a later date under different

gasoline prices. As an example of this calculation, consider the 2010 Toyota Camry SE. I will calculate the

difference in price between the 2010 Toyota Camry SE Hybrid and the 2010 Toyota Camry SE non-hybrid

inline 4-cylinder (I4) configuration in the first week of January 2011 under one set of gasoline prices to the

price difference between the exact same vehicles in the second week of January 2011 under different gasoline

prices. The difference in these differences will represent the change in the price wedge between the hybrid

and non-hybrid 2010 Toyota Camry SE introduced by changes in gasoline prices over this time horizon. The

average of this change in the price wedge over time will allow me to econometrically estimate how a one

dollar increase in gasoline prices affects the price wedge between vehicles of the same model with different

engine configurations.

The panel nature of my data allow me to make this comparison across many different models over many

different weekly gasoline prices to estimate the relationship between gasoline prices and engine configura-

tions for a large set of vehicles simultaneously. One feature of this approach is that it allows me to flexibly

control for a large number of unobservables across vehicle and time. In my preferred specification, I am able

to include (a) model by week-of-sample fixed effects to flexibly control for pe a unique deprecation schedule

for each model included in the sample, (b) an engine-type by week-of-sample fixed effect to allow hybrids

and non-hybrids (or I4 and V6) vehicles to depreciate in a different manner over time and (c) time-invariant

VIN-stub fixed effects to control for fixed vehicle attributes. To operationalize this approach, I use wholesale

used vehicle auction microdata from one of the largest vehicle auctioneers in the United States.

As the final step of my empirical exercise, I pair my estimates of the short-run price wedge effects with

assumptions about vehicle miles traveled and vehicle survival to determine the implied discount rate that

rationalizes the price wedge effects between engine configurations within an asset pricing framework. Since

the equilibrium effects I estimate in the first step are hedonic equilibria, I must put structure on the type

of sorting occurring in my sample to pin down an implied discount rate. However, if consumer tastes are

sufficiently varied, than sorting can support any equilibrium outcome. As such, I follow the previous liter-

ature and assume that the hedonic equilibrium effects I estimate in the first stage are a sufficient statistic for

changes in willingness-to-pay holding all other parameters of the problem fixed. Under this restrictive, yet

tractable and widely used assumption, I can use the asset pricing framework to estimate implied discount

rates. If the discount rates I solve for are similar to interest used to finance used vehicles over my study
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horizon, this research will act as another data point suggesting consumers correctly value fuel efficiency in

vehicles. If the results digress from the previous literature, suggesting that consumers are myopic or inat-

tentive to fuel efficiency for other reasons (such as salience), this may suggest that consumers may make the

correct valuations across efficiency levels in the market as a whole but may not make the same valuations

across different engine configurations within the same model.

In my comparison of hybrid versus non-hybrid configurations of the same model, I find the discount rates

that rationalize the equilibrium price effects from gas prices changes are on par with used vehicle interest

rates between 2002 and 2014. However, in my comparison of 4-cylinder inline configurations (I4) versus and

six-cylinder V configurations (V6), the estimated price wedge effects from changes in the gasoline price are

indistinguishable from zero. This suggests that consumers are not making proper valuation in this segment

of the market. While myopia is one reason for this discrepancy – and the one I model in my paper – it may

also be the case that the fuel efficiency differences between I4 and V6 models are not salient to consumers

who simply think a given model is fuel efficient, regardless of its engine configuration.

I organize the remainder of my paper as follows: Section 2 will describe a pricing model relating fuel

efficiency to vehicle prices, Section 3 will describe the data used in the estimation, Section 4 will discuss the

empirical model, Section 5 will discuss the results, Section 6 will discuss consumer valuation of fuel economy

and Section 7 will conclude and offer suggestions for further research.

2 Asset Pricing: Relating Fuel Efficiency to Vehicle Price
When a consumer purchases a durable good, they make a purchase decision based on their total willing-

ness to pay which is then compared to a composite of the purchase price and the future operating cost of a

given asset. In the instance of vehicles, the consumer is buying the physical vehicle and the flow of benefits

from the vehicle (mostly transportation) by consuming gasoline and, to a lesser extent, maintenance. A con-

sumer prefers a given vehicle to cost less money up front and also desires it to be less costly to operate over

its lifetime. The extent to which they are willing to trade between these two costs is what determines myopia

in this market.5 If consumer willingness to pay for a specific vehicle and its expected flow of transportation

benefits is constant over time and consumers are not myopic, then they are willing to trade an additional dol-

lar of presently discounted future operating cost for a one dollar discount on the purchase price. However, if

consumers are myopic then they do not fully value future operating expenditures and are willing to trade a

one dollar increase in operating cost for a less than one dollar decrease in the purchase price.

In the automobile setting, it is possible to directly estimate this relationship (e.g see Sallee et al. (2016) and

Allcott and Wozny (2013)), by calculating the expected future operating cost of each vehicle and including

5The first paper on this topic is Hausman (1979), which investigates trade-offs in purchase price and operating costs for air conditioners.
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this variable as a covariate in an asset pricing equation relating the purchase price to the present discounted

value of future operating costs. While this is not the analysis I conduct in this paper, it is useful to present

this setup to help fix ideas. As such, in this section I borrow generously from Sallee et al. (2016) and Allcott

and Wozny (2013) to present a stylized asset pricing model that relates future operating cost to the purchase

price of a vehicle.

The first step of this technique is to construct a lifetime operating cost for each vehicle, which I define as:

Gimjt =

∞∑
t=0

δ t
[
mimjt

fimjt
· дt · ϕimjt

]
(1)

where дt is the gasoline price forecast at period t ;mimjt is the expected vehicle-miles traveled in period t ; fimjt

is fuel economy in miles per gallon for model m with engine type j; ϕimjt is the probability that the vehicle

survives to period t , which can equal zero; and δ is the discount factor. The expression inside brackets

in Equation (1) represents the non-discounted cost of traveling m miles in time period t weighted by the

survival probability of the vehicle in period t . Thus, Gimjt is simply the discounted sum of this expression

representing the present discounted value of lifetime operating costs for vehicle i.6

Now to relate future operating costs to purchase prices, one can simply include Gimjt as a right-hand

regressor in a regession of price on operating cost as follows:

Pimjt = β1Gimjt +Ximjt + εi jmt (2)

where X is a set of covariates such that Gimjt is conditionally independent of εi jmt so that β1 is identified in

this model.7 Under the assumption that supply in the used vehicle market is perfectly inelastic, if β1 = −1

this suggests that the consumers properly trade-off between purchasing price and operating costs. A more

formal test of full valuation is to set a null hypothesis of H0 : β1 = −1 and conduct a simple t-test using the

coefficient estimate and associated standard error from the estimation of equation (2).

An important note is that to estimate the relationship in equation (2), one must make assumptions about

the discount rate, survival probabilities, future vehicle miles traveled and the consumers expectation of future

gasoline prices. Estimating this parameter has some favorable properties – first the the confidence interval

around β1 is important, since if research rules out very small values of β1 this suggests consumers do not

vastly underestimate future operating costs in the used vehicle market. Second, with this structural param-

eter, researchers can conduct counterfactual simulations that can determine the welfare impacts of various

6Notably, one could include maintenance in this calculation but unless I impose some sort of structure on the heterogeneity of mainte-
nance costs across vehicles it will not add anything meaningful to this model. As such, not including a maintenance term in equation
(1) is simply a normalization suggesting that maintenance costs are equal across all models.

7I will save discussion about what is necessary for these sorts of regressions β1 to be casually identified (i.e. what needs to be included
in X) for Section 4, where I will discuss my specific empirical setting and estimation procedure.
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policies given the information about consumer valuation encoded in β1.

An alternative way to characterize consumer valuation of fuel efficiency is to follow Busse et al. (2013).

These authors use a two step procedure that is almost the inverse of the structural approach. First they calcu-

late reduced form estimates to determine the relationship between gasoline prices and prices for vehicles of

different efficiency levels. Second, they take these implied price wedges between fuel efficient and inefficient

vehicles and pair them with assumptions about future gasoline price expectations, future vehicle miles trav-

eled and vehicle scrappage rates to solve for the discount rate that rationalizes the price differences between

vehicles with different levels of efficiency. Notably, Busse et al. (2013) focus entirely on the discount rate as

the key parameter of interest – and, as such, their paper is primarily focused on consumer myopia rather

than other interpretations of fuel efficiency valuation.

This analysis requires the exact same assumptions as the structural approach but instead applies them on

the back-end of the estimation to solve for discount rates. As such, I will follow the reduced form approach

since I am not considering policy counterfactuals relating the level of consumer valuation to welfare. 8 As

such, I will econometrically estimate the price wedge effects introduced by changes in gasoline prices and

map these into statements about consumer myopia using an asset pricing model – which, following Busse

et al. (2013), is one of the many possible explanations for the observed price wedge in the data.

3 Data

3.1 Used Vehicle Sales Data

My used vehicle price data come from a large sample of wholesale used vehicle auctions between January

2002 and December 2014. These data include transaction price, transaction date, odometer reading and buyer

and seller ZIP code.9 These data also include a large suite of vehicle specific information including vehicle

identification number (VIN). VIN numbers are specific to every vehicle sold in the United States and encode

a number of vehicle specific features. Using a VIN decoder and the 10-digit VIN code stub for each vehicle, I

extract each vehicle’s characteristics such as model year, model, trim and type; engine size and type (e.g. 2.0

liter I4, 5.6 liter V8, 2.0 liter Hybrid etc.) and fuel efficiency. I use the EPA’s measure of Combined Fuel Economy

throughout my analysis. This measure is a geometric weighted average of a vehicles EPA Highway and EPA

City measure using weights of 45% and 55%, respectively. Further, the EPA changed the methodology used

for measuring MPG in 2008 and released revised ratings for 1984-present vehicles. As such, I use the official

MPG rating that was available at the time of sale to the consumer. For example, if a 2005 Toyota Camry sold

8Busse et al. (2013) suggest that an additional strength of the reduced form approach is that imposing the structure on the back-end
allows researchers with different priors to determine their own measures of valuation from the estimated price differences between
vehicles.

9I convert nominal prices to real prices using the CPI-U series CUSR0000SA0 from the BLS. These data are available at https://data.
bls.gov/timeseries/CUSR0000SA0?output_view=pct_1mth. I use a base period of January 2002 throughout the paper.
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in 2007, I use its unmodified efficiency rating, however, if that exact same vehicle sold in 2008, I use its revised

efficiency rating.

Since my research is about consumer valuation within models and across engine configurations, I use the

detailed information about vehicle specific models and trims to create groups of vehicles that are similar on

most dimensions other than engine size or type. Notably, this excludes vehicles such as the Toyota Prius

or Kia Rio, which are only offered in a single engine configuration. For early model year hybrids, many

manufacturers offered hybrids as a separate product line, so even though a 2005 Camry and a 2005 Camry

Hybrid look the same on the exterior, the available features and trim levels were quite different. For these

vehicles I closely examined vehicle sales brochures for every within model comparison to create groups of

vehicles where the most salient difference between the two is only the engine type. For example, I do not

consider a 2005 Camry Base model with vinyl seats and manually controlled windows and a 2005 Camry

Hybrid Base, which came standard with cloth seats and power windows, as comparable vehicles. Therefore,

I chose trim levels within each engine configuration to hold fixed as many other features as possible. If the

hybrid and conventional vehicles within a model do not have enough overlap in other features, I omit these

models from my sample.

The same considerations hold for models offered in inline 4 cylinder (I4) and V6 (6-cylinder) configura-

tions. However, the underlying differences in vehicles across engine types in this sample are not as apparent

as in the hybrid sample. I4 and V6 models of the same model year vehicle tend to be sold under the same

marketing material and it is typically possible to purchase the exact same vehicle (e.g. a 2005 Toyota Camry

SE) in an I4 and V6 configuration. As in the hybrid sample, I omit models without a valid comparison vehicle

from my analysis.

Table 1 and Table 2 contain summary statistics for the hybrid sample and engine size sample, respectively.

In both samples, I consider vehicles with between 10,000 and 100,000 miles at the time of sale. However, all

estimation results are robust to changes in these bounding values.10

In the hybrid sample, I consider 106 valid Hybrid Comparisons that account for approximately 518,000

transactions between 2005 and 2014. This sample consists of 292 unique VIN10 stubs – each indexing a spe-

cific make, model year, model, trim and engine configuration.11 Hybrids account for approximately 10% of

these transactions. This sample consists of 72% cars and 28% SUVs.12 The average sale price is approximately

12,455 USD with a standard deviation of 4,713 USD. Hybrids are relatively more expensive than conventional

10I have results and summary statistics for vehicles with every pairwise comparison of lower bounds in 1,000, 5,000 and 10,000 and
upper bounds of 100,000, 130,000 and 160,000 miles. Nothing qualitative changes across the models. For brevity, I focus on the results
for vehicles between 10,000 and 100,000 miles.

11Sometimes the same make, model year, model, trim and engine configuration are indexed by multiple VIN10 stubs based on city of
manufacture. Thus some model comparisons contain more than two VIN stubs.

12I omit hybrid trucks since that category is dominated by vehicles that are marketed as high torque and not necessarily for their (modest)
improvements in fuel efficiency.
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vehicles on average with an average sale price of approximately 14,400 USD. The average vehicle in this sam-

ple is approximately 2.5 years old and has an odometer reading of 40,000 miles – although it appears that

hybrids on the used market are older and have higher mileage than their conventional counterparts. As ex-

pected, hybrids have efficiency ratings that are about 40 percent higher than non-hybrids of the same model.

In the engine size sample, I consider 263 valid Engine Comparisons containing 719 unique VIN10 stubs.

Approximately 75% of these sales are for cars, while the remaining 25% are for SUVs. The data in this

sample contains approximately 1.1 million sales between 2002 and 2014, roughly split evenly across I4 and

V6 configurations. The average sales price is approximately 8,000 USD with a standard deviation of 3,900

USD. V6 vehicles cost about 1,600 more on average. The average odometer reading at sale is approximately

43,000 and the vehicles are roughly 3 years old on average. I4 vehicles are more efficient on average, but only

by approximately 3 miles per gallon.

3.2 Fuel Price Data

The fuel price data I use for this project is from the US Energy Information Agency (EIA). Specifically, I

obtain prices at the weekly level for eight geography that span the entire United States. These geographies

contain four Petroleum Administration for Defense Districts (PADD), three PADD subdistricts and California.

Within PADD I (East Coast), I obtain separate data for each of the three subdistricts: New England, Central

Atlantic and Lower Atlantic. Further, I collect PADD V (West Coast) data exclusive of California. As with the

vehicle price data, I denominate these values in 2002 USD.13

Figure 1 plots the US Average and PADD-level gasoline prices from 2002 through 2014. This figure indi-

cates that there is substantial variation in gasoline prices throughout my sample. It is also clear that while

regional gasoline prices closely track the national price, there is still substantial variation in the cross-section.

For example, California gasoline prices are typically the most expensive in the nation, however the difference

between California prices and the other prices varies over time. Including the PADD-level data in the anal-

ysis provides more granular variation to identify vehicle price effects in response to relatively local gasoline

price changes.14

3.3 Graphical Analysis of Raw Data

The graphical analysis in Figure 2 displays the basic comparison I investigate in this research. The plots

contained in Figure 2 show a time series of vehicle price residuals across configurations after controlling for

VIN-stub fixed effects, the difference in these residuals between engine configurations and the US national

gasoline price for each of the two samples.

13See footnote 9 for details on price conversion.
14I do not specifically address the gasoline price crashes from 2009 and 2014 directly in my empirical specifications. In further iterations

of this work, I will investigate if the results change after omitting these large nation-wide shocks.
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The left set of plots displays this information for the hybrid sample, which again, only includes vehicles

that are offered in both a hybrid and non-hybrid configuration (i.e. these are not for all hybrids and all non-

hybrid vehicles). One notable feature is that the raw data in these figures suggest that the price difference

between hybrids and non-hybrids moves in the same direction as gasoline prices – suggesting that hybrids

get relatively more expensive when gas prices increase. However, there are a number of issues with this

graphical analysis. First, even though I control for composition of the sample, it is important to control for

vehicle specific effects over time, a concept I will return to when discussing my empirical model in Section 4.

Second, there are notable trends in this data that could be troublesome for time-series identification. The

downward trend in vehicle prices for both conventional and hybrid vehicles is likely driven by a change in

composition over time. Upon the introduction of hybrids, hybrids were comparatively expensive vehicles

and thus entry-level hybrid vehicles were not offered by many vehicle manufacturers. As hybrid technology

became cheaper, hybrid and conventional vehicles became roughly the same price on average. This is likely

due to the introduction of more entry-level hybrids with lower mark-ups between the conventional and

hybrid configurations.15

The right set of plots in Figure 2 show the same set of information for the engine size sample containing I4

and V6 vehicles from the same model. Admittedly, this set of graphs is more difficult to parse than the hybrid

comparisons, but it does not appear that the co-movements between the price difference and the gas price

are as related as in the hybrid sample. For example, between 2002 and 2004, there are many times where I4

prices decrease relative to V6 prices when gasoline prices increase. Between 2006 and 2010 the relative price

increases for I4 vehicles seem to track increases in gasoline prices, but this behavior breaks down between

2010 and 2014. Nevertheless, these graphs are not meant to be casual, but only preview the fact that I find

different valuation results in these two samples.

4 Empirical Model

4.1 Estimation Equations

While the graphical analysis of the residualized data from Section 3 may offer some evidence of the im-

pacts of gasoline prices on vehicle prices with different engine configurations, simply comparing price dif-

ferences to gasoline price changes is subject to a number of endogeneity concerns. One specific challenge for

identification is if consumer tastes are changing over time. If, for example, individuals begin to value hy-

brids for reasons other than gasoline price shocks when gasoline prices increase, this could lead to bias in my

estimates of the effect of gasoline price changes on relative price changes between hybrids and conventional

15Many of the first popular hybrids were luxury vehicles like Lexus RX, where the sticker price for the hybrid was nearly 5,000 USD
more than the conventional price for the same vehicle.
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vehicles. To control for these considerations, I use the panel nature of my data to saturate the model with a

large dimension of fixed effects and odometer controls to help alleviate endogeneity concerns.

4.2 Hybrid Model
In the hybrid sample, my preferred estimates come from the following estimating equation relating gaso-

line prices to vehicle prices:

Piv jct = β01
[
Hybridiv jc = 0

]
×дit + β11

[
Hybridiv jc = 1

]
×дit +γjt +γct +γv +

V∑
v=1

fv (Oiv jct ) + εiv jct (3)

where fv (Oiv jct ) =

7∑
d=1

αvdO
d
iv jct +

10∑
m=1

ηvmkmiv jct + ρv Iiv jct

kmiv jct =


1 if (k − 1) · 10000 < Oiv jct < k · 10000

0 if Otherwise

Iiv jct = Integer Floor(Oiv jct /1000).

In Equation (3), Piv jct is the price for transaction i for a vehicle with VIN-stub v of model (or Hybrid Compari-

son ID) j with engine type c in week t ; дit is the gasoline price during week t at the location where transaction

i occurred; 1
[
Hybridiv jc = 0

]
is an indicator function indicating if vehicle iv jc has a conventional engine

configuration; 1
[
Hybridiv jc = 1

]
is an indicator function indicating if vehicle iv jc has a hybrid engine config-

uration; γjt is a full set of model by week-of-sample fixed effects (e.g. 2005 Toyota Camry SE in January 2010);

γct is a full set of engine configuration by week-of-sample fixed effects (e.g. all hybrids in January 2010); γv is

a set of time-invariant VIN-stub fixed effects; and fv (Oiv jct ) is a VIN-stub specific odometer control function,

where the odometer reading for transaction i is denoted Oiv jct .

The odometer control function, fv (Oiv jct ), is estimated separately for each vehicle VIN-stubv and consists

of three distinct sets of objects: a 7th-order polynomial in odometer,
∑7
d=1 α jdO

d
iv jct ; shifters for each 10,000

mile bin to account for left digit bias associated with willingness to pay dropping discretely at each 10,000

mile threshold,
∑10
m=1 ηjmk

m
iv jct ; and a linear trend in 1,000 mile increments, ρ j Iiv jct .16 This specific set of

controls is selected to account for the discontinuous relationship between price and odometer reading found

in Lacetera et al. (2012). This flexible specification allows each model to depreciate with respect to odometer

in a specific way. So while I am not controlling for the odometer reading of a 2005 Toyota Camry SE with a

hybrid engine and a 2005 Toyota Camry SE with a conventional engine over time separately, I am allowing

the set of 2005 Toyota Camry SEs to depreciate in a different way than 2005 Honda Accord LXs over time.

Given the dimensionality of the fixed effects in my model, I leverage the Frisch-Waugh-Lovell theorem

16I have considered a large number of alternate specifications for this odometer control function and the results do not change. I have
omitted these robustness checks to conserve space – however they are available upon request.
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to estimate this relationship. As a first step in this procedure, I first residualize the Piv jct term on the left

hand side of equation (3) and the 1
[
Hybridiv jc = 0

]
× дit , 1

[
Hybridiv jc = 1

]
× дit and γct terms on the right

hand side of equation (3) by first regressing each component on week-of-sample fixed effects for each model j

separately and, second taking these residuals and regressing them on the VIN-stub specific odometer control

variables for each VIN-stubv within model j. I then regress the residualized variables on each other to obtain

estimates for β0 and β1 that are numerically equivalent to running the full model in a single step. I collect

the number of parameters estimated during each vehicle-specific regression to correct standard errors in the

final residualized regression. Notably, I omit any singleton observations within these fixed effects for each

estimation model, which is the reason each model in my results table uses a slightly different number of

observations.17

Since I am interested in the change in the price wedge introduced due to gasoline price changes, the actual

value of interest is the distance between my estimates of β0 and β1. This represents the absolute price change

between the two types of engine configurations in response to a change in gasoline prices.

The model presented above is my preferred specification, but I also report results from other specifications

with different saturations of fixed effects to test for robustness. The second procedure I use is very similar,

except that I relax the dimensionality of the fixed effects to month of sample as opposed to week of sample

for the model and engine type fixed effects. In Equation (3), this simply affects the dimensionality of the γ

(fixed effects) terms. My reasoning for estimating this model is that there may not be enough variation in

the data to control for model by week-of-sample fixed effects and still identify price effects stemming from

week-to-week changes in gasoline price. However, if the coefficient estimates across these two models do not

diverge, it suggests that focusing on monthly or weekly variation in this data support the same quantitative

conclusions.18

The third procedure I use controls for VIN-stub by sample month fixed effects instead of model and

engine configuration fixed effects. This model is identified off within month gasoline price fluctuations since

the interaction between weekly gasoline prices and the hybrid and conventional indicators varies within

VIN-stub and month. I include results from this estimation procedure to investigate if there are VIN specific

effects that affect the results that may not be accounted for in the first two models. While this is not a perfect

way to test robustness to this type of specification error, if the results across these three models are roughly

consistent it may suggest that the results are not subject to a considerable amount of omitted variables bias.

17I operationalize this procedure using reghdfe in Stata 13.1. Notably, this routine does not double-count fixed effects which are
nested within clusters as to not double-penalize the degrees of freedom correction since by clustering I am essentially assuming that
the effective number of observations in the sample is the (smallest) number of cluster levels. See Wooldridge (2010) Chapter 20 for a
more in-depth explanation.

18I have also estimated the preferred model using monthly or quarterly gas price variation using fixed effects specified at the level of
the gas price measurement and I obtain the same qualitative conclusions. These results are available upon request.
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4.3 Engine Size Model

The engine size model is almost identical to the hybrid model, except that I include indicators for I4 and

V6 engines types as opposed to indicators for hybrid and conventional engine configurations. To be explicit,

the estimating equation now becomes:

Piv jct = β01
[
V6iv jc = 0

]
×дit + β11

[
I4iv jc = 1

]
×дit +γjt +γct +

V∑
v=1

fv (Oiv jct ) + εiv jct (4)

where everything is defined as in Equation (3).

Finally, I estimate these models for all vehicles, cars and SUVs separately. I omit trucks from both samples

since the number of trucks offered in I4 and hybrid configurations is very limited. I two-way cluster standard

errors for the estimation models including vehicle model by time fixed effects at the vehicle model and time

period (sample week or sample month) level. For the regressions with VIN stub by month fixed effects, I

two-way cluster standard errors at the VIN10 stub and sample month level.

5 Results

5.1 Hybrid Sample Results

The results from the hybrid sample are featured in Table 3. Following the previous literature, I assume

the supply of used vehicles is perfectly inelastic and wholesale auction prices pass-through in a one-to-one

fashion with retail price.19 Under these assumptions, I may interpret the coefficient estimates as representing

changes in consumer willingness to pay. The results from the preferred specification in Equation (3) are

featured in columns (1), (4) and (7) for all vehicles, cars and SUVs, respectively. The results for all vehicles

suggest that a one dollar increase in gasoline prices leads to a 977 USD increase in willingness to pay for a

hybrid vehicle (p < .001) and a 314 USD decrease in willingness to pay for a non-hybrid vehicle (p < .001). As

such, for every dollar increase in the gasoline price, hybrids become approximately 1291 USD more expensive

than non-hybrids on average (p < .001).

The results for cars and SUVs separately are quantitatively similar. A one dollar increase in the gasoline

price causes a 371 USD decrease in the willingness to pay for non-hybrid cars (p < .001) and a 989 USD

increase in willingness to pay for hybrid cars (p < 0.001) – a price wedge of 1360 USD (p < .001). For SUVs,

a one dollar increase in gasoline prices causes a -88 USD decrease in the willingness to pay for non-hybrid

SUVs (p = .533) and a 925 USD increase in willingness to pay for hybrid SUVs (p < .001) – making hybrid

SUVs 1013 USD more expensive than non-hybrid SUVs (p < .001).

19See Sallee et al. (2016) for a discussion of these assumptions as related to wholesale automobile auctions.
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The same patterns emerge regardless of the dimensionality of the fixed effects. Although the coefficients

change slightly across the models, the price wedge induced by gasoline prices changes is similar. Comparing

the price wedge effects across all the columns suggests a dollar increase in the gasoline price increases the

relative price of hybrids by approximately 1200 USD, with a range of 1006 to 1360 USD depending on the

estimating equation.

The direction of these effects suggest that consumers respond by valuing more fuel efficient vehicles when

gasoline prices rise – a necessary but not sufficient condition to determine if consumers fully value future

operating costs when they consider vehicles with different engine configurations.20 Based on the evidence

in Table 3, I conclude hybrid buyers are cognizant of the fuel efficiency differences between hybrids and

non-hybrids within the same model and use this information when determining their willingness to pay for

a vehicle. Since I control for hybrid by sample week fixed effects, I believe these estimates detect an effect

related to the operating cost of a vehicle and not any sort of green-glow effects that may be exacerbated when

fuel prices are higher.

5.2 Engine Size Sample Results

I present the results from the engine size sample in Table 4. Unlike the price differences in the hybrid

specification, the engine size specification suggests that consumers do not pay a premium for I4 vehicles

when gasoline prices rise. In the results for all vehicles in columns (1)–(3), the point estimates go in the op-

posite way as expected – suggesting that V6 vehicles get relatively more expensive when gas prices increase.

However, it is important to note that all of the price wedge effects are small and statistically distinguishable

from zero. A strange feature of these results is that the all vehicles estimates in columns (2) and (3) take the

opposite sign of the results from the same specifications in the car and SUV samples. This may suggest some

issues with omitted variables bias in this setting which is asymmetric depending on the sample. Regardless,

these results all suggest there is no meaningful change in the price wedge when gas prices change.

An important note when considering this finding is that the asset pricing model in equation (1) is only

dependent on future operating cost. Thus, if two vehicles cost the same ex ante and the operating cost of

these vehicles change asymmetrically between the two engine configurations in response to a gasoline price

movement, then the one which became less costly to operate should become relatively more expensive to

purchase. The asset pricing model is also agnostic to size of these differences. However, consumers may not

be perfectly informed (at least in expectation). Since the difference in operating cost induced by a change in

gasoline prices between I4 and V6 vehicles is smaller than in the hybrid sample this may help explain why

20This is a necessary but not sufficient condition since even if a hybrid becomes relatively more expensive than a non-hybrid when prices
increase, it may be the case that this relative price increase is not equal to the expected value of future operating costs. If this is the
case, then the consumer improperly values fuel efficiency, which I will interpret as myopia under a number of assumptions in Section
6.
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we observe the results we do in the engine size sample. For example, consider the first column of Table 4. The

difference in fuel economy between these two sets of vehicles is only 2.81 miles per gallon. As such, the fuel

savings associated with driving 15,000 miles in the I4 vehicle as opposed to the V6 vehicle is approximately 84

gallons. If gasoline prices increase by a dollar, this translates into a 84 USD (undiscounted) savings between

the I4 and V6 vehicle per every 15,000 miles driven. In comparison, this same calculation for hybrid sample

is nearly 185 dollars per every 15,000 miles driven.

It is also possible that savings in operating costs between an I4 and V6 configuration of the same model

under higher gasoline prices is not enough to warrant attention. Sallee (2014) suggests that efficiency may

not be pivotal when it is difficult to properly value efficiency or when consumers have strong preferences

over other product attributes. Thus, these results may not be indicative of irrational behavior if it is the

case that consumers are rationally inattentive of the fuel savings from the modest difference in (average)

fuel efficiency between I4 and V6 version of the same vehicle model. However, the fact that the SUV fuel

efficiency difference is larger and still displays the same no relative price change pattern suggests that this

may not be the case. However, the difference in cost per 15,000 miles driven for SUVs is approximately 127

USD, which may still not be large enough in this sector of the market to warrant attention for the section of

the population in the market for SUVs.

Another possible reason that we observe this behavior in the I4 and V6 sample but not in the hybrid

sample is one of salience. When consumers make the choice to buy a hybrid they are likely doing so because

they value fuel efficiency and thus do not ignore it while making their purchasing decision. It is less likely

that the consumers choosing between I4 and V6 versions of the same car are not doing the same calculus

since fuel efficiency may not be the most salient or important feature to the consumer in this choice set.

For example, individuals who buy V6 vehicles may value engine power so that I4 and V6 vehicles are not

close substitutes in my data, even after constructing vehicles groups that are roughly similar on all other

dimensions. This is one potential reason why the price wedge estimates in this sample are negligible and

statistically insignificant.

6 Valuation of Fuel Economy
While the reduced form short-run price equilibrium estimates in the section above are interesting, the

key contribution of this paper is to determine if consumers in different subsets of the used car market value

fuel efficiency differently. I follow Busse et al. (2013) and make assumptions about future expected gasoline

prices, future vehicle miles traveled and scrappage rates to determine if the price wedges identified in Section

5 are indicative of over, under or full valuation of fuel efficiency across engine configurations within the same

model.
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First, I will outline the valuation model I will bring to the data to solve for the implied discount rate

associated with the reduced form estimates in Section 5. After this step, I will discuss the assumptions I will

bring to the model. Finally, I will present the results from Table 6 highlighting the implied discount rates I

obtain from the model.

Implicit in the following analysis is that I make the discount rate the free parameter. This allows me to

easily interpret these price wedge results in terms of consumer myopia since I can compare these implied

discount rates to used vehicle financing rates over the same horizon as in Busse et al. (2013). Alternatively, I

could fix the discount rate and set another parameter of the model as the free parameter. My focus on myopia

in this section is one of choice – but it is possible that other parameters of the model determine the over- or

under-valuation of fuel efficiency.

6.1 Valuation Model

The model I state in this section is closely related to the asset pricing equation in Section 2. Mathematically,

I will be solving for a discount rate, r , in an equation based on the reduced form parameters from Section

5 and assumptions about gasoline price expectations, future vehicle miles traveled and vehicle scrappage

probabilities. To be explicit, assume before a gasoline price change the following equation holds, so that the

price wedge between a hybrid and non-hybrid vehicle with no other distinguishable differences is equal to

the difference in expected operating costs:

∆P = PH − PNH = E

[
∞∑
t=0

(
1

1 + r

)t
ϕt

(
VMTt
MPGNH

−
VMTt
MPGH

)
·Gt

����� G0

]
(5)

where PH is the price of the hybrid vehicle; PNH is the price of the non-hybrid vehicle; ∆P is the price wedge

between the two vehicles; r is the consumers yearly discount rate; ϕt is the vehicle survival probability in

year t ; VMTt is the number of vehicle miles traveled in year t conditional on survival; MPGNH and MPGH

is the average MPG for hybrids and non-hybrid vehicle and Gt is the gasoline price at time t . Now, assume

that the gasoline price increases by one dollar at time t = 0, so that taking the derivatives of both sides of this

equation with respect to G0 gives:

∂∆P

∂G0
=
∂PH − PNH

∂G0
=
∂

∂G0

(
E

[
∞∑
t=0

(
1

1 + r

)t
ϕt

(
VMTt
MPGNH

−
VMTt
MPGH

)
·Gt

����� G0

])
(6)
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Relating this back to our estimating equations in Section 4, I can re-write the left hand side of the above

equation as:

∂∆P

∂G0
= β̂1 − β̂0 =

∂PH
∂G0
−
∂PNH

∂G0
(7)

where β̂1 and β̂0 are the estimated coefficients from Equation (3).

A very similar equation holds for the I4 and V6 sample so that:

∂∆P

∂G0
=
∂PI4 − PV 6

∂G0
=
∂

∂G0

(
E

[
∞∑
t=0

(
1

1 + r

)t
ϕt

(
VMTt
MPGV6

−
VMTt
MPGI4

)
·Gt

����� G0

])
(8)

As such, if I make assumptions about the expectations of ϕt , VMTt , the MPG terms and Gt , I can solve Equa-

tions (9) and (10) for r to determine the implied discount rates that rationalize the reduced form estimates

from Section 5.

6.2 Assumptions

6.2.1 Statistical Assumptions

Following the previous literature, I will (a) assume that ϕt , VMTt , the MPG terms and Gt are statistically

independent so that the expectation over the product of these objects is equal to the product of the expecta-

tions and (b) that ϕt , VMTt the MPG are independent of the current gasoline price, G0, so that E[· | G0] = E[·]

for these objects. These assumptions are equivalent to assuming that there is no ex-post sorting in terms of

VMT or vehicle survival probabilities (e.g. consumers who drive more sort to high MPG cars when gas prices

are high).21 Under these assumptions, I can re-write the valuation equations (6) and (8) as

∂∆P

∂G0
=
∂PH − PNH

∂G0
=

∞∑
t=0

(
1

1 + r

)t
E[ϕt ]

(
E[VMTt ]

E[MPGNH]
−

E[VMTt ]

E[MPGH]
·
∂E[Gt | G0]

∂G0

)
(9)

∂∆P

∂G0
=
∂PI4 − PV 6

∂G0
=

∞∑
t=0

(
1

1 + r

)t
E[ϕt ]

(
E[VMTt ]

E[MPGV6]
−

E[VMTt ]

E[MPGI4]
·
∂E[Gt | G0]

∂G0

)
(10)

respectively.

6.2.2 MPG Figures

For the E[MPG] terms in Equations (9) and (10), I will simply take the average fuel efficiency for each of

these groups from the estimation samples.

21Since I am estimating a hedonic equilibrium, I must assume some structure on how sorting occurs between models and various car
markets in order to properly pin down the implied discount rate, r . The structure I assume is no sorting along any dimensions so that
these results hold for a representative consumer in each market. However, the formulation of this paper allows the saavy reader to
use their own assumptions about sorting with equations (9) and (10) to back out the implied discount rates in their preferred setting.
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6.2.3 Gasoline Price Expectations

To determine consumer expectations of future gasoline prices, I will impose that consumers believe gaso-

line prices follow a martingale process, where today’s price is the expected price in the future. Mathemati-

cally, this implies that E[Gt | G0] = G0 for all t . Anderson et al. (2013) provide evidence based on a survey

of consumers in Michigan that this is what consumers believe on average. It is important to note, however,

that I am not explicitly modeling any consumer belief heterogeneity which Bento et al. (2012) suggests may

be important in this market. Outside of modeling heterogeneous beliefs – which can be coerced to support

any conclusion – it is likely that assuming a no-change forecast is reasonable. Existing evidence suggests that

a no change forecast for crude oil outperforms futures markets, which may be informative for gasoline prices

since crude is an intermediate input for gasoline production (Alquist et al., 2013; Alquist and Kilian, 2010).

6.2.4 Vehicle Scrappage Probabilities

In order to determine how much savings an individual will gain from buying a more fuel efficient vehicle,

I need to know how likely it is that that vehicle will remain on the road year after year. As such, vehicle

scrappage probabilities are a key component to determining the expected VMT for a consumer over the

lifetime of ownership. As with Allcott and Wozny (2013), Busse et al. (2013) and Sallee et al. (2016), I will use

scrappage data from The National Highway Safety and Transportation Association (NHSTA). The NHSTA

report on vehicle survivability and travel mileage schedules (see Lu (2006)) provides scrappage probabilities

for vehicles and SUVs by age of vehicle based on historical vehicle registration data. I use the average vehicle

vintage in both my samples to assume that each used car is three years old at the time of sale. I then use this

information to translate the unconditional scrappage probabilities from the NHSTA report into conditional

probabilities provided that the vehicle already survived three years.22

6.2.5 Vehicle Miles Traveled

I obtain estimates of future vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in two ways. First, the NHSTA report mentioned

above also offers age specific VMT estimates for vehicles and SUVs separately. As such, I use these values as

one way to determine the expected value of future vehicle miles traveled. As a second source of VMT data,

I use the auction micro-data from this project to determine the average number of miles traveled for each

age of vehicle in the data (by car and SUV separately). One nice feature of this data is it allows me to get

estimates directly related to vehicles offered in both a hybrid and non-hybrid configuration and I4 and V6

configurations. This is especially useful in the hybrid sample, since my estimated values of hybrid VMT are

higher than the NHSTA estimates for the same vintage of vehicle.

22The NHSTA assume that after 25 years all cars are scrapped and after 36 years all SUVs are scrapped – although it is very unlikely that
any vehicle survives beyond 20 years.
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Given that the NHSTA provides 36 years of scrappage data, I calculate the VMT associated with vehicles

up to the maximum vintage in my data and fill in the remainder of the years VMT with the VMT from the

maximum vintage in my data. For hybrids this implies that all years beyond 10 get the average number

of vehicle miles traveled by 10 year old hybrids in my data and for the engine size sample that all VMT

estimates beyond 22 years are filled in with VMT data from vehicles that are 22 years old (21 years old for

SUVs).

6.3 Implied Discount Rates

I present the implied discount rates rDATA and rNHSTA from the solutions to (9) and (10) using the as-

sumptions above in Table 6. In both cases, I present the point estimates and 95% confidence intervals for the

discount rate and the price wedge estimates. With the assumptions fixed, a higher price wedge implies a

lower discount rate, so the upper bound of the 95% confidence interval for the price wedge is used to deter-

mine the lower bound on the discount rate. Similarly, the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval for the

price wedge is used to calculate the upper bound on the discount rate.

6.3.1 Implied Discount Rates for the Hybrid Sample

I present the calculated discount rates for the hybrid sample in Panel A of Table 6. The results from my

preferred specification in column (1) suggest that the implied discount rates from the reduced form estimates

of the effect of gasoline prices on the relative price of hybrid vehicles is between .081 to .198. Since I do

not have information about interest rates paid for used vehicles over my sample, I borrow from Busse et al.

(2013), who suggest that the real interest rate for used vehicles in their sample are between 2.8% to 16.8%

from 1999 and 2008. Since their data did not include the entirety of the financial crisis and the lower interest

rates that followed, these are likely overestimates of the interest rate in my sample. Even if the the numbers

from Busse et al. (2013) overestimate the real interest rate for used vehicles in my sample, I can reject the

hypothesis that consumers significantly undervalue fuel efficiency in this segment of the market. I interpret

this fact as corroborating the previous research done by Busse et al. (2013), Allcott and Wozny (2013) and

Sallee et al. (2016), who all suggest that consumers either fully value or slightly undervalue fuel efficiency

when purchasing vehicles. Also, given that the price wedges induced by the various estimating equations

are relatively stable, this interpretation is not affected by model selection – even when considering cars and

SUVs separately.

6.3.2 Implied Discount Rates for the Engine Size Sample

I present the engine size sample results in Panel B of Table 6. One key feature of these results is that a

number of the estimated price wedges for this segment of the market are below the single period fuel savings
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based on either the NHSTA VMT values or VMT values direct from the data. As such, given that the fuel

savings from period t = 0 is not discounted, there is no value of r that can solve Equation (10) in these

scenarios, which are indicated by the "–" entries in this table.

One way I interpret these results is that the asset pricing model introduced in Section 6 does not apply

to this segment of the market. As discussed in the reduced form results, the small changes in fuel efficiency

between the V6 and I4 version of the same vehicle model may not be enough to warrant attention to this

feature when purchasing a vehicle. This is especially apparent since I cannot reject the null hypothesis that

the price wedge between the two engine types does not change in response to gasoline price shocks. It may

be that consumers only consider the model’s perceived fuel economy (e.g. they believe Toyota Camrys are

more fuel efficient than Nissan Altimas) but they do not consider the engine configuration when arriving at

their valuation. If this is true, the asset pricing model used in this paper may not apply to this segment of the

used vehicle market.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, I use a large set of wholesale vehicle auction sales data to determine if consumers are able to

properly value fuel efficiency differences across engine configurations within the same vehicle model (e.g. the

hybrid and non-hybrid version of the 2005 Toyota Camry SE). In my reduced form specifications, I use a panel

identification strategy and fuel price fluctuations to determine the changes in consumer willingness to pay

for different engine configurations within vehicle models in response to gasoline changes. Since supply in the

used vehicle market is mostly predetermined by fleet and lease turnover (i.e. supply is perfecly inelastic), I

can interpret my reduced form coefficient estimates as changes in consumer willingness to pay. I differentiate

this research from similar papers by Busse et al. (2013), Sallee et al. (2016) and Allcott and Wozny (2013) by

analyzing specific comparisons and sectors of the used vehicle market that these authors do not consider.

In my sample of vehicles offered in both hybrid and non-hybrid configurations, the results suggest that

hybrids become relatively more expensive as gasoline prices increase – on the order of approximately 1,200

USD for every dollar increase in gasoline prices. In the sample of vehicles offered in both inline 4-cylinder

(I4) configurations and V6 (6-cylinder) configurations, I find no evidence that gasoline price shocks make the

more fuel efficient I4 vehicles relatively more expensive.

While these reduced form parameters are useful, the implied discount rates they induce are of more theo-

retical interest. I use assumptions about future vehicle survival, future vehicle use and gasoline prices to turn

these reduced form estimates of the relative price changes between vehicles of different engine configurations

into estimates of consumer discount rates. In the hybrid sample, I conclude that consumers show little sign

of undervaluation by comparing the implied discount rates to the contemporaneous used car financing rates.
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The discount rates implied by the relative prices changes induced by gasoline prices shocks are rationalized

by discount rates within reasonable bounds (between 8.1 percent and 19.8 percent). This finding corroborates

the evidence in Busse et al. (2013), Allcott and Wozny (2013) and Sallee et al. (2016) suggesting that consumers

do not significantly undervalue efficiency in the used car market.

However, in the sample considering I4 and V6 versions of the same model, I cannot make the same

conclusion. Since the price wedge between I4 and V6 vehicles does not react to gasoline price fluctuations,

it is not possible to solve for a numeric values of the discount rate using an asset pricing framework. One

possible interpretation of this finding is that consumers are rationally inattentive to fuel efficiency differences

when considering I4 and V6 versions of the same vehicle. Another possible interpretation is that the asset

pricing model I present in this paper does not apply to this sector of the used vehicle market.

I interpret these results as suggesting that there is considerable heterogeneity in the consumer valuation of

fuel efficiency across different sets of products. Given that the previous literature on fuel efficiency suggests

consumer do not vastly undervalue fuel efficiency on average, my findings suggest that it is important for

future research to test for heterogeneity across product groups or geographies considering consumer valua-

tion of operating costs in durable goods markets in various sectors of the product space. In further research

on fuel efficiency, I believe it will be useful to replicate this type of analysis using geographic restrictions (e.g.

considering hybrids and non-hybrids within California and the rest of the US separately) or by creating more

within model comparisons, such as V6 versus V8 vehicles.23

23I have conducted a number of preliminary heterogeneity analyses (see referee responses if you have access to them). As a short
preview of these results, I do not observe that valuation is different in rural or urban areas or in different PADD regions. In the interest
of space, these results are available upon request.
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8 Tables & Figures

Table 1: Summary Statistics for Hybrid Sample

Mean SD Min Max

All Vehicles
Sale Price (2002 USD) 12455.87 4713.61 524 58034
Odometer Reading 39651.81 20243.72 10000 99999
Vehicle Age 2.39 1.48 0 10
Fuel Economy (MPG) 24.88 4.62 0 50
Car[=1] 0.72 0.45 0 1
Hybrid[=1] 0.10 0.30 0 1

Observations 518884
Unique Hybrid Comparisons 106
Unique VIN10 292

Hybrid Vehicles
Sale Price (2002 USD) 14359.37 5810.31 936 54858
Odometer Reading 47680.66 23711.82 10000 99999
Vehicle Age 2.92 1.67 0 10
Fuel Economy (MPG) 32.33 6.22 0 50
Car[=1] 0.58 0.49 0 1
Hybrid[=1] 1.00 0.00 1 1

Observations 52399
Unique Hybrid Comparisons 106
Unique VIN10 117

Conventional Vehicles
Sale Price (2002 USD) 12242.05 4524.28 524 58034
Odometer Reading 38749.95 19612.03 10000 99997
Vehicle Age 2.34 1.45 0 10
Fuel Economy (MPG) 24.04 3.52 0 34
Car[=1] 0.74 0.44 0 1
Hybrid[=1] 0.00 0.00 0 0

Observations 466485
Unique Hybrid Comparisons 106
Unique VIN10 175

The summary statistics for the estimation sample used in the baseline specification. Hybrid Comparisons are vehicles that have both a hybrid and conventional engine
configuration, such as the 2010 Toyota Camry SE which comes in a hybrid and non-hybrid configuration. Unique VIN10 values indicate vehicle-trim-configuration combi-
nations, such as a 2010 Toyota Camry SE Hybrid. A hybrid comparison ID contains a minimum of two unique VIN10 values.
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Table 2: Summary Statistics for Engine Size Sample

Mean SD Min Max

All Vehicles
Sale Price (2002 USD) 8000.69 3866.68 79 28413
Odometer Reading 42752.85 25331.89 10000 100000
Vehicle Age 2.72 2.53 0 22
Fuel Economy (MPG) 23.24 2.63 0 29
Car[=1] 0.75 0.44 0 1
I4[=1] 0.48 0.50 0 1

Observations 1088306
Unique Engine Comparisons 263
Unique VIN10 719

I4 Vehicles
Sale Price (2002 USD) 7165.88 3441.82 84 28413
Odometer Reading 44568.89 25011.10 10000 100000
Vehicle Age 2.85 2.53 0 22
Fuel Economy (MPG) 24.84 1.85 0 29
Car[=1] 0.85 0.35 0 1
I4[=1] 1.00 0.00 1 1

Observations 517996
Unique Engine Comparisons 263
Unique VIN10 361

V6 Vehicles
Sale Price (2002 USD) 8758.92 4069.84 79 28366
Odometer Reading 41103.40 25507.99 10000 100000
Vehicle Age 2.60 2.53 0 21
Fuel Economy (MPG) 21.79 2.37 0 26
Car[=1] 0.65 0.48 0 1
I4[=1] 0.00 0.00 0 0

Observations 570310
Unique Engine Comparisons 263
Unique VIN10 358

The summary statistics for the estimation sample used in the baseline specification. Engine comparisons are vehicles that have both an I4 and V6 configuration, such as the
2010 Toyota Camry SE which comes in a I4 and V6 model. Unique VIN10 values indicate vehicle-trim-configuration combinations, such as a 2010 Toyota Camry SE V6. A
engine comparison ID contains a minimum of two unique VIN10 values.
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Figure 1: Real Gasoline Prices

(a) National Gasoline Price
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(b) PADD-level Gasoline Price
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Note: Nominal prices converted to real prices using BLS CPI-U series with January 2002 as the base period.
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Figure 2: Vehicle Prices and Gasoline Price Residuals net of VIN-Stub Fixed Effects

(a) Hybrid & Conventional Price Residuals
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(d) I4 & V6 Price Residuals
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(b) National Gasoline Price
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(e) National Gasoline Price
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(c) Hybrid vs. Conventional Price Residual Difference
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(f) I4 vs. V6 Price Residual Difference
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Note: These plots display the average monthly price residuals after netting out VIN-stub fixed effects across all comparable vehicles offered
in both a hybrid and conventional configuration and I4 and V6 configuration, respectively. These are plotted at the monthly, as opposed to
weekly, level to smooth some noise introduced in the price levels by composition effects within vehicle types across weeks. Nominal prices
converted to real prices using BLS CPI-U series with January 2002 as the base period.
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Table 3: Price Response to Gasoline Price Shocks – Hybrid Sample

All Vehicles Cars SUVs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Hybrid[=0] x Gasoline Price (β0) –314 –142 –142 –371 –199 –200 –88 52 54
(78) (78) (73) (87) (77) (70) (141) (141) (136)

Hybrid[=1] x Gasoline Price (β1) 977 1086 1041 989 1068 1030 925 1090 1060
(84) (83) (81) (113) (108) (94) (112) (103) (120)

Price Wedge Effect
( ∂∆P
∂G = β1 – β0

)
1291 1227 1183 1360 1267 1229 1013 1038 1006
(122) (102) (86) (152) (133) (108) (196) (158) (137)

R-Sq 0.995 0.995 0.995 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.996 0.995 0.996
Observations 518884 522559 522505 373973 375040 375020 144892 147519 147485
MPG Conventional Vehicle 24.04 24.02 24.02 25.63 25.62 25.62 19.59 19.57 19.57
MPG Hybrid Vehicle 32.33 32.25 32.25 36.25 36.24 36.24 26.99 26.98 26.98
Unique Hybrid Comp IDs 106 106 106 45 45 45 61 61 61
Unique VIN Stubs 292 292 292 124 124 124 168 168 168

Fixed Effects:
Hybrid Comp ID x Sample Week Yes Yes Yes
Engine Configuration x Sample Week Yes Yes Yes
Hybrid Comp ID x Sample Month Yes Yes Yes
Engine Configuration x Sample Month Yes Yes Yes
VIN Stub Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
VIN Stub x Sample Month Yes Yes Yes

Note: A Hybrid Comp ID indicates a vehicle that is offered in both a hybrid and conventional configuration. For example, the Hybrid Comp ID for the 2010 Toyota
Camry SE, which is offered in both a hybrid and conventional configuration, contains the VIN Stubs for both the hybrid and conventional versions of this vehicle. I
created these Hybrid Comp ID nests to ensure that the vehicles are the same along other dimensions besides the engine type. Standard errors are two-way clustered
by Engine Comp ID & Sample Week in columns (1), (4) and (7); Engine Comp ID & Sample Month in columns (2), (5) and (8) and VIN-Stub & Sample Month in
columns (3), (6) and (9). Trucks are excluded from all regressions. Includes vehicles with odometer readings between 10,000 and 100,000 miles. A full set of odome-
ter control variables included in each regression including a seventh-degree polynomial, 10,000 miles knots and a linear 1,000 unit trend (see text for more details).
Singleton observations after accounting for all fixed effects are excluded from the analysis, which leads to the differences in sample size across specifications.
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Table 4: Price Response to Gasoline Price Shocks – Engine Size Sample

All Vehicles Cars SUVs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

V6[=1] x Gasoline Price (β0) –403 –182 –186 –556 –282 –285 –169 –25 –33
(73) (82) (80) (78) (90) (86) (103) (93) (93)

I4[=1] x Gasoline Price (β1) –409 –218 –216 –457 –265 –260 –176 –2 –1
(48) (64) (64) (48) (64) (65) (131) (107) (106)

Price Wedge Effect
( ∂∆P
∂G = β1 – β0

)
–6 –37 –30 100 18 25 –7 24 32

(68) (50) (51) (72) (54) (48) (115) (89) (115)

R-Sq 0.994 0.993 0.994 0.992 0.991 0.991 0.996 0.996 0.996
Observations 1087928 1103664 1103111 811439 823810 823360 276480 279854 279751
MPG Conventional Vehicle 24.84 24.83 24.83 25.22 25.20 25.21 22.63 22.65 22.65
MPG Hybrid Vehicle 21.79 21.79 21.79 23.03 23.01 23.01 19.52 19.52 19.52
Unique Hybrid Comp IDs 263 264 264 191 192 192 72 72 72
Unique VIN Stubs 716 723 723 517 524 524 199 199 199

Fixed Effects:
Hybrid Comp ID x Sample Week Yes Yes Yes
Engine Configuration x Sample Week Yes Yes Yes
Hybrid Comp ID x Sample Month Yes Yes Yes
Engine Configuration x Sample Month Yes Yes Yes
VIN Stub Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
VIN Stub x Sample Month Yes Yes Yes

Note: An Engine Comp ID indicates a vehicle that is offered in both an I4 and V6 configuration. For example, the Engine Comp ID for the 2010 Toyota Camry SE,
which is offered in both an I4 and V6 configuration, contains the VIN Stubs for both the I4 and V6 versions of this vehicle. I created these Engine Comp ID nests
to ensure that the vehicles are the same along other dimensions besides the engine type. Standard errors are two-way clustered by Engine Comp ID & Sample Week
in columns (1), (4) and (7); Engine Comp ID & Sample Month in columns (2), (5) and (8) and VIN-Stub & Sample Month in columns (3), (6) and (9). Trucks are
excluded from all regressions. Includes vehicles with odometer readings between 10,000 and 100,000 miles. A full set of odometer control variables included in each
regression including a seventh-degree polynomial, 10,000 miles knots and a linear 1,000 unit trend (see text for more details). Singleton observations after accounting
for all fixed effects are excluded from the analysis, which leads to the differences in sample size across specifications.
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Table 5: Implied Discount Rates

All Vehicles Cars SUVs

Parameters (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Panel A: Hybrid vs. Non-Hybrid Engine Sample

∂∆P
∂G0

Price Wedge Estimate 1,291 1,227 1,183 1,360 1,267 1,229 1,013 1,038 1,006
[1049, 1533] [1025, 1430] [1014, 1353] [1053, 1667] [999, 1536] [1016, 1442] [621, 1406] [723, 1353] [735, 1277]

MPGH –MPGNH Avg. Efficiency Difference 8.29 8.23 8.24 10.63 10.62 10.62 7.39 7.41 7.41

rNHTSA Implied Discount Rate .081 .089 .096 .084 .097 .102 .195 .189 .198
(NHTSA Mileage) [ .055 , .120 ] [.065 , .124] [.073 , .126] [.053 , .134] [.065 , .146] [.075 , .142] [.115 , .407] [.124 , .324] [.137 , .316 ]

rDATA Implied Discount Rate .084 .090 .096 .086 .096 .101 .183 .177 .186
(Data Mileage) [.063, .116] [.070 , .119] [.077 , .121] [.061 , .128] [.071 , .138] [.078, .135] [.112, .397] [.119, .310] [.130 , .302]

Panel B: I4 vs. V6 Engine Sample

∂∆P
∂G0

Price Wedge Estimate -6 -37 -30 100 18 25 -7 24 32
[-140, 129] [-135, 61] [-131, 70] [-43, 242] [-89, 124] [-70, 119] [-237, 223] [-154, 201] [-195, 259]

MPGI4–MPGV 6 Avg. Efficiency Difference 3.05 3.04 3.04 2.19 2.19 2.19 3.12 3.13 3.13

rNHTSA Implied Discount Rate – – – 1.032 – – – – –
(NHTSA Mileage) [1.419, –] [–, –] [–, –] [.233, –] [.672, –] [.724, –] [.720 , –] [.883, –] [.556, –]

rDATA Implied Discount Rate – – – 1.532 – – – – –
(Data Mileage) [2.417, –] [–, –] [–, –] [.229, –] [.873 , –] [.960, –] [.950, –] [1.236 , –] [.685, –]

Fixed Effects:
Engine Comp ID x Sample Week Yes Yes Yes
Engine Configuration x Sample Week Yes Yes Yes
Engine Comp ID x Sample Month Yes Yes Yes
Engine Configuration x Sample Month Yes Yes Yes
VIN-Stub Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
VIN Stub x Sample Month Yes Yes Yes

Note: 95% Confidence intervals in brackets. The lower bounds of the discount factor are computed using the upper bound on the price wedge estimate and the upper bounds of the discount rate are computed using the lower bounds on

the price wedge estimate. The discount rate, r , is the number that solves the following equation: ∂∆P
∂G0

=
∑∞
t=0

(
1

1+r

)t
E[ϕt ]

(
E[VMTt ]
E[MPG1]

−
E[VMTt ]
E[MPG2]

·
∂ E[Gt |G0]

∂G0

)
where these terms are as defined in Equation (9) and Equation (10).

Since the right hand side of this equation cannot be lower than the single period gasoline savings at t = 0 (i.e. when the discount factor is equal to one) any price wedge value less than this value leads to an ill-defined discount rate, which
are indicated by the "–" entires in the table. rNHSTA is calculated using age/vehicle-type specific VMT from Lu (2006) and rDATA is calculated using VMT data based on the auction sales data. Both r parameters are calculated using
vehicle survival probabilities from Lu (2006). See Section 6 for more details.
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Table 6: Implied Discount Rates

All Vehicles Cars SUVs
Parameters (1) (2) (3)

Panel A: Hybrid vs. Non-Hybrid Engine Sample

∂∆P
∂G0

Price Wedge Estimate 1,227 1,267 1,038
[1025, 1430] [999, 1536] [723, 1353]

MPGH –MPGNH Avg. Efficiency Difference 8.23 10.62 7.41

rNHTSA Implied Discount Rate .089 .097 .189
(NHTSA Mileage) [.065 , .124] [.065 , .146] [.124 , .324]

rDATA Implied Discount Rate .090 .096 .177
(Data Mileage) [.070 , .119] [.071 , .138] [.119, .310]

Panel B: I4 vs. V6 Engine Sample

∂∆P
∂G0

Price Wedge Estimate -37 18 -24
[-135, 61] [-89, 124] [-154, 201]

MPGI4–MPGV 6 Avg. Efficiency Difference 3.04 2.19 3.13

rNHTSA Implied Discount Rate – – –
(NHTSA Mileage) [–, –] [.672, –] [.883, –]

rDATA Implied Discount Rate – – –
(Data Mileage) [–, –] [.873 , –] [1.236 , –]

Fixed Effects:
Engine Comp ID x Sample Month Yes Yes Yes
Engine Configuration x Sample Month Yes Yes Yes
VIN Stub Yes Yes Yes

Note: 95% Confidence intervals in brackets. The lower bounds of the discount factor are computed using the upper bound on the price wedge estimate and the upper bounds
of the discount rate are computed using the lower bounds on the price wedge estimate. The discount rate, r , is the number that solves the following equation: ∂∆P

∂G0
=∑∞

t=0

(
1

1+r

)t
E[ϕt ]

(
E[VMTt ]
E[MPG1]

−
E[VMTt ]
E[MPG2]

·
∂ E[Gt |G0]

∂G0

)
where these terms are as defined in Equation (9) and Equation (10). Since the right hand side of this equation cannot be

lower than the single period gasoline savings at t = 0 (i.e. when the discount factor is equal to one) any price wedge value less than this value leads to an ill-defined discount rate, which are
indicated by the "–" entires in the table. rNHSTA is calculated using age/vehicle-type specific VMT from Lu (2006) and rDATA is calculated using VMT data based on the auction sales
data. Both r parameters are calculated using vehicle survival probabilities from Lu (2006). See Section 6 for more details.
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